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The P�zer way: produce the sickness, sell
the cure
P�zer's shots may cause myocarditis and blood clots, and P�zer has drugs for
that!

Jordan Schachtel
Nov 1

207 69

Prior to Covid Mania, it was somewhat common wisdom to receive claims

advanced by major drug companies with necessary skepticism, especially drug

companies with a track record of a multi billion dollar fraud settlement.

On Tuesday, P�zer released its latest revenue numbers, with the drugmaker

posting another quarter of massive revenues and pro�ts granted through the

taxpayer funnel.
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The drugmaker is set to end the year with an estimated $100 billion in revenue,

with around one-third of its government handout cash being net income.

Additionally, almost all of its net income will have come from its mRNA

experimental gene therapy shots and Paxlovid, the Covid-19 oral pill best

known for its “Paxlovid Rebound” side effects.

Miracle cure it is not. P�zer is already recommending your 5th and 6th doses

for its once-claimed immunizing “vaccine” — the mRNA COVID shot — that

doesn’t currently work. And now they’re pivoting to the subscription model.

[Hey The Dossier readers, please check out CrowdHealth, my new sponsor.

I’m a paying CrowdHealth customer and I just decided to partner with them to

help �x the healthcare system.

You’re challenging the traditional status quo, then why are you still paying

expensive insurance premiums?

Experience the freedom and affordability of cash payments and community-

funded healthcare with CrowdHealth. Use promo code “DOSSIER” during sign-

up for a special discounted subscription offer.]

In his sales call to shareholders, P�zer CEO Albert Bourla made it clear that his

company is moving to the subscription model in order to sustain revenues

years into the future. If P�zer was focused on its customer’s health, they have a

strange way of showing it. For example, the company has completely discarded

safety concerns, as its latest booster was infamously only tested on mice.
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ANNUAL COVID SHOT.

“ONCE A YEAR… IT’S JUST LIKE THE FLU SHOT.” 🤡 
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Over the course of 2021 and 2022, P�zer’s failed mRNA experiments have met

additional scrutiny. Most notably, these injections are now strongly associated

with an increased risk for blood clots and myocarditis.
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Today, we released an analysis on COVID-19 mRNA vaccines the public needs to be
aware of. This analysis showed an increased risk of cardiac-related death among
men 18-39. FL will not be silent on the truth. Guidance: bit.ly/3ClKF5f Press Release:

bit.ly
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Vaccine Guidance
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Myocarditis can cause the heart to weaken and it can lead to a condition called

cardiomyopathy.

Lucky for you, if your Covid-19 vaccine caused cardiomyopathy, P�zer has a pill

for that!

P�zer’s Vyndaqel, the cardiomyopathy drug, recorded sales of $602 million in

the quarter, which is up a stunning 29% year over year. Why are so many more

people buying this drug? That question alone should raise some eyebrows.

Anyway, did that 5th booster dose give you a nasty blood clot?

Well, you’re in luck again!

P�zer sells Eliquis to treat blood clots!

The anticoagulant medication brought in $1.46 billion this quarter, up 15% year

over year.

P�zer is the perfect example of a company that has been rendered completely

unaccountable thanks to its partnership with the U.S. government.

Of course, there is no evidence that P�zer intended on making its patients sick

with its failed mRNA “vaccines.” However, it’s become clear that P�zer

executives simply don’t care about the dangers of its failed products.

Company executives routinely lie with impunity, and know they will not be

held liable for their own words, let alone the countless vaccine injuries that

their products have caused.

Over the course of Covid Mania, it has become clear that P�zer will do

anything to make a buck, even if that means leveraging vaccine injury incidents

to turn harmed patients into perpetual cradle to grave customers.
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P�zer doesn’t care about your health. They only care about the bottom line. It’s

time that more Americans awakened to this sobering reality.
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“The government is good at one thing. It knows how to break your legs, and then hand you a
crutch and say, 'See, if it weren't for the government, you wouldn't be able to walk.” -- Harry
Browne
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Writes James Edward Taylor Think for Yourself Nov 1

22 billion. What the hell am I doing being a writer on Substack? I should be poisoning people
with toxic pharmaceuticals for a living.

Oh, wait, I remember. I can sleep at night.
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